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INTRODUCTION

English for Specific Purposes (ESP) is known as a learner-centered approach
to teach English as a foreign or second language. Students learn English for a specific purpose, represented by studying subject matter, to gain and develop appropriate knowledge and skills through English. ESP students are quite different with students whom are from English department. Some of them think that English is considered as a difficult lesson. It occurs when they learn English, especially in speaking class.
They are afraid to produce some words by making mistakes because they do not know how to say. They have to perform task in English, so that is way they are also supposed to be mastered in speaking skill. Harmer (1998: 87) states that there are three basic reasons why it is a good idea to give students speaking tasks. The first one is getting the students to communicate or discus outside the classroom, allowing them to rehearse such a real life foreign language communication. The second one is by speaking tasks; it will provide feedback for both teacher and students. Teacher really knows how well their students ability by language problems they are having.
Speaking activities can encourage the students' confidence and satisfaction while they are learning English. The last reason is that speaking activities engage the students to involve or participate fully if the activity really makes them intrinsically enjoyable.
The teacher should set up the activity properly and should be highly motivated for the students.
Teaching speaking is one of skill that students should be mastered in English.
Because sometime, student's English ability looked from his or her ability to communicate in English which is include their fluency and accuracy. And of course, when they want to produce some words they should have some background of knowledge for their speaking. But some of students are afraid to produce some words by making mistakes because they do not know how to say. They have to perform task in English, so that is way they are also supposed to be mastered in speaking skill. According to Harmer (1998: 87) states that there are three basic reasons why it is a good idea to give students speaking tasks. The first one is getting the students to communicate or discus outside the classroom, allowing them to rehearse such a real life foreign language communication. The second one is by speaking tasks; it will provide feedback for both teacher and students. Teacher really knows how well their students ability by language problems they are having. Speaking activities can encourage the students' confidence and satisfaction while they are learning English. The last reason is that speaking activities engage the students to involve or participate fully if the activity really makes them intrinsically enjoyable.
The teacher should set up the activity properly and should be highly motivated for the students. And according to Brown (2007: 331-332) there are some principles behind the teaching of speaking. The first principle is that speaking should focus on both fluency and accuracy, depending on the objectives. Another is that speaking should provide intrinsically motivating techniques and help the students to see how the activity will benefit them. And speaking should encourage the use of authentic language in meaningful contexts by using drills can be structured to provide a sense JEASP Journal of English for Academic and Spesific Purposes Volume 1 Number 1, June, 2018 56 of authenticity. It also should provide appropriate feedback and correction from the teacher. In other hand, capitalize on the natural link between speaking and listening.
It is such kind of integrated skills which increase their abilities in English skill. The teacher also gives students opportunities to initiate oral communication such as, the ability on conversation, ask question, and perhaps create a new topic. The last one is that encourage the development of speaking strategies by providing the concept of strategic competence for accomplishing oral communicative purposes.
Communication is one way to deliver a message to another people. So, in this case the writer emphasizes on student's speaking ability from morphology insight. This is the area of linguistic which studies the structure of words. Certainly, teaching part of speech and word groups as units of meaning are used in the class. It will build the student's speaking ability effectively by using English. They have to know the words first and then able to classify them as basic of their speaking. The teacher also must be creative to find out the way of teaching in order to make the students understand and interested in teaching learning process. And this is also a major part of the teacher's job to expose student's language so that they can use it later. Teaching part of speech to the students can improve their speaking ability, enrich their vocabulary and also help them to communicate effectively after they know the basic part of the words. The writer also wants to explain to the readers that teaching part of speech to ESP speaking class is one of good materials to be applied to the students as their basic knowledge before they get speaking practice in a class.
THE TOPIC
Words consist of more than just spelling, sounds and meanings. It also falls into grammatical categories such as nouns and verbs. Words are also what human beings use to communicate everything from basic needs to explain the messages.
According to O' Grady and Dobrovolsky (1992: 115) , the system of categories and rules involved in word formation and interpretation called morphology. In order to be able to talk about language, we need to know various things about the elements of the speech. In linguistic morphology, parts of speech are defined according to their syntactic function: The difference between nouns and verbs is that they cannot 
Nouns
They are words or word groups that name persons, places, animals, things, and ideas.
Below is the example of nouns.
 Raline has studied in Oxford University since 2015.
 He was walking on the sidewalk.
 Matt is an engineer.
 My sister has a lot of books. She puts her books in cupboard.
Adjectives
They are modifiers of nouns. The examples of adjectives can be seen below.
 Iqbal is diligent student. He is not only handsome boy but also the smart one.
 She has a black and white shoes. The words "works" and "explains" above are verbs, telling what the subject does.
Adverbs
They are modifiers elements other than nouns.
 Students are quite serious. They do their test seriously.
 The students compete fairly.
 The postman comes daily.
The word "quite" modifies adjective (serious), the word seriously modifies verb (do).
Quite and seriously are adverbs. They are describers of elements other than nouns.
While the word "fairly" modifies verb (compete), the word "daily" modifies verb (comes). They are describers of elements other than nouns.
Pronouns
They are substitutes for nouns.
 Dania is cute girl. Everybody likes her.
The words everybody, her, and everything are pronouns. They are substitutes for nouns.
Prepositions
They are relationship words. They show relationships between two things. In addition, they also show relationships between action and things.
 I will buy a bag and a book.
 He is talking to his mother. According to Ahmadin (2008:21) , there are three kinds of word groups namely, sentences, clauses and phrases. The explanations for the three of them are shown below.
Sentences
Sentences are full statements or questions, each with a subject predicate combination.
The shortest full sentence is a two words group, subject and predicate, such as "the boy smiles".
Clauses
Clauses are subject -predicate combinations not used as full sentences by themselves.
 He did not go to school because he was sick.
 The teacher teaches the students although she is not very well.
Phrases
Phrases are groups that do not contain a subject predicate combination. Phrases can be divided into four groups, they are: 
TEACHING PROCEDURES
In classroom activities, one of technique which is applied in conducting teaching learning process especially for teaching speaking through English language namely three phase technique. The technique consists of three activities; the first one is pre-teaching, the second one is whilst-teaching and the last one is post-teaching.
In pre-teaching, the activities involve introduction of the topic or perhaps begin with teacher's instruction. This phase has purposes to guide the students to know well about their lesson. It also will make the students have their background of knowledge, increase their motivation through learning process. And for the second JEASP Journal of English for Academic and Spesific Purposes Volume 1 Number 1, June, 2018 61 phase is that whilst-teaching, actually this phase is the main point of view from teaching learning process.
In whilst-teaching students really learn and do the activity during the lesson.
In this case, the activity emphasizes on student's centered beside the teacher is only as guide and mediator for the students. In addition, the speaking ability of the students is really shown in this phase. Because they will take role during the activity, the students speak more than the teacher. It also encourages them to produce language in appropriate method or technique which improves student's language competence. The last phase is that post-technique, this phase is the ending of the teaching stage. The purposes of this phase are the students will understand about the lesson. And from the result of the lesson, the students can practice based on the topic given.
In this section the author will show the activities in ESP speaking class ranging from pre-teaching to post teaching. The procedure of teaching is presented below. 
Whilst-Teaching
1. After the students watch videos about their lesson, the students apply their understanding by practicing.
2. Divide the students into groups; one group consists of three people.
3. Give one copy of the worksheet to each group in the class. 6. After all groups have finished, the teacher gives instruction to the students that they will watch and listen the video of "The First Well" story, to consider their first own descriptions.
Post-Teaching
1. After the students watching and listening the story, the teacher gives the students homework based on the material before.
2. In-group work, the teacher gives worksheet consists of missing story script and they have to fill up the blank sentences with random answer key.
3. As for their individual work, the teacher asks the students to retell the story in front of the class based on their words.
CONCLUSIONS
In the activity illustrated above, students have the opportunity to study by watching video lesson about 'part of speech and word group as unit of meanings', then practicing it also. The focus of the learning is the students can apply what they get by making good sentences while they describe the pictures, especially in their speaking. The teacher also divides them into several groups. The students can then be asked to elaborate the story based on their imagination through the picture, which is used later for their individual, and group analysis.
By involving this activity, ESP students really improve their speaking ability.
Certainly, the teacher also has important role by giving various methods for examples, providing a video or a picture that make students interested in learning
English. It will help them in the process of teaching learning in order that the students can be more active in the class. This paper is expected to give a clear explanation and a deeper insight about teaching part of speech and word groups as unit of meaning, so that it can stimulate all of teachers of ESP to implement the JEASP Journal of English for Academic and Spesific Purposes Volume 1 Number 1, June, 2018
with thirst. The king sent his four ……………. to search for water in all directions. The first general went east, towards the sunrise; the second to the south, to dust and heat, the third went west, where the sun sets and the fourth followed the North Star. They search day and night, night and day, high and low; they searched everywhere but in vain. Three of the generals returned, empty-handed. But the general who had gone north …………… , not to fail his king, finally …………… a cold mountain village. As he sat, at the foot of the mountain, and …………….. came by and sat next to him. The general pointed at the …………….. and said, "I belong to …………………. , where it has not rained for a whole year. Can you help me find water?" The woman motioned the general to follow her up the mountain and inside ……….. . "We have no water in our country either," she said. Then, pointing to the icicles in the cave, she continued, "We call this ice. Take some, and your kingdom will never go thirsty again." The general broke off a huge piece, loaded it onto his ……………. and rushed back home.
By the time he ………….. the court, the …………… icicle had melted into a small lump of ice. Nobody in the court had ever seen ice, so everybody gazed at it with wonder!" This must be a water-seed," one of the ……………. exclaimed suddenly. The king ordered the 'water-seed' to be …………. immediately. While the farmers dug a hole, the lump dwindled in the sun. They swiftly placed the seed in the hole, but, ………….. they could cover it, it had vanished. The farmers there got confuse and worried. They dug the earth deeper and deeper, into the night, looking for the mysterious ………. . At the break of dawn, the king found the farmers fast asleep around a hole. Curiously, he peeped in and cried out in …………….. , "Wake up my worthy men, the water-seed has sprouted! There's water in the hole!". This is how the first well was created.
 Individual Work
Please retell the story based on your own words in front of the class! grew a cave the fisherman horse-cart reached enormous generals amazement determined followed ministers old woman before sowed disaster beautiful kingdom seed horizon
